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NOT EXACTLY
SATIRICUS

Not-so-obscure object of my ire

T
The Daily Telegraph, Saint John, New
Brunswick (Canada)
Monday December 16, 1901

T

he first time I saw a mobile
phone was in May 1989 in
Tian An Men square, in
Peking, in the middle of
the popular uprising
against corruption and abuse of power
by the Communist leaders. A Reuters
correspondent had one just in the
centre of the square. I was reporting the
events for a less important news organisation and had only a frustrating
walkie-talkie. My colleague's gadget
was like a black shoe box with a handset
attached to it. It was quite heavy and, he
said, not 100% reliable.
Much that I admired -and enviedthat supreme technological advance
for a journalist, I had doubts about its
practicality. You could not go along
covering news with such a heavy piece
of equipment, and you had to be near a
base station.
Obviously, I failed to foresee the
speed by which the size will reduced
drastically in no time. One year later, I
saw another one in Hong Kong. This
time it had shrunk to the size of a shoe.
You could still not keep it inside your
pocket, though. And you had to shout

to be heard at the other end. (Well, for
some people it looks like things have
not changed much). Stock Market
traders and busy businessmen used the
talking shoe on a non-stop basis. It
looked like it could be useful and practical for journalists too.
The other day I was travelling by
train in the middle of he afternoon. I
was becoming used to the whispering
of that teenage girl talking for hours to
somebody at the other end. No problem. But when I was falling into deep
siesta, suddenly, a middle aged woman
in front of me could not find her mobile in her purse. The loud music
sounded like a screaming cat.
It all started back in 1901.
That year, I read in the Daily Telegrpah of Saint John, Canada, that "signor Marconi announced...the most
wonderful scientific experiment of
modern times, in stating that he had received electrical signals across the Atlantic Ocean from his station in Cornwall, England" without wires.
The first reactions talked of that phenomenon as "a new era in the history of
the world". And so it proved to be.
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his morning while savouring my usual lukewarm
10am Cruzcampo with a
just-a-tad-bit-runny potato
and onion tortilla I was at
my usual loss for something to write
about when a forkful of my breakfast
toppled onto the bar top. Then, while attempting to clean up my mess I lucked
upon my subject for this week while I
crumbled said subject into a ball and let
it fall, without any need to disguise the
act of littering, onto Bar Miquel's ashridden floor to take its place among the
multitudes of its fellow kind. I cursed it
while grinding it into the floor with my
heel since not even the application of a
handful hand managed to clean my
fingers of egg yolk. When all was said
and done I could only smear the spot of
fallen tortilla across the bar and under

the counter’s edge to ambush the next
client.
This event, repeated every minute in
every bar and cheap restaurant across
the country made me ask why is such a
disgrace tolerated? Who is this devilish
genius of enterprise who made a wild
success out of such a useless invention?
And how has he kept out the superior
foreign versions which can honestly
boast such qualities as absorption and
actual paper fibres? Who controls this
monopoly and who is responsible for
the continued use of what must be the
most wasteful and counterproductive
product in the service industry? This
most ubiquitous product: the mysteriously never maligned and yet, dare I
say, oddly embraced as an example of
national stoicism and frugality, I give
you this object of my ire, the bar napkin.
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IT'S A SMALL WORLD
There is a Spanish saying, El mundo es
un pañuelo. My wife and I were on holiday at her sister's home in L'Escala in
June. One day walking past the marina, I
saw a hospitality tent bearing the name
Engel & Völkers, erected for a yacht regatta, and popped in for a chat. A week
after we returned to Lanzarote my
sister-in-law sent us a copy of the magazine Costa Live containing a photo of
me as part of a feature about the regatta.
I am shaking hands with someone with
one hand and carrying a copy of Catalonia Today in the other. I hadn't even
realised that a photo had been taken!
By amazing coincidence, I myself am
a journalist who has been writing Lancelot, a quarterly tourist magazine in English on the Canary Island of Lanzarote

for the past 22 years, together with my
wife. And now, a single photograph has
linked up three foreign-language tourist
papers published in different parts of
the same country.
My thanks to Costa Live, a very wellpresented quality multi-lingual publication and to Catalonia Today, which I
buy every Thursday when on holiday as
essential reading on the Costa Brava.
And to the charming gentleman I met at
Engel & Völkers who told me about the
ruins of an ancient Iberian village about
20 minutes from L'Escala which we
visited with great interest the next day, I
believe it was called Ullastret.
With very best wishes to you all and
beautiful Catalonia, where we spend
one month every year on holiday.
LARRY YASKIEL, EDITOR OF LANCELOT
MAGAZINE
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